Under the Frankish dynasty of the Salians from the second quarter of the eleventh to the first quarter of the twelfth century, the power of the monarchy was strength ened. Subsequently, the emperor, the German nobles, and the papacy started to vie for supremacy in the empire during the investiture struggle. These disputes between church and state were conducted in part utilizing Roman rhetoric and dialectic. Most literary production was of a spiritual nature, as part of the movement toward religious renewal and monastic reform. Echoes of classical poetry can be found in the Latin verse epic Ruodlieb (mid-eleventh century), composed in leonine (rhyming) hexam eters, and in the Latin-German Hohelied (High song) poetry and exegesis of Williram von Ebersberg (1048-85) . The Romanesque architecture and plastic arts of the eleventh and twelfth centuries employed Roman models and techniques: the cathedrals of Speyer, Worms, and Mainz are based on the Roman basilica and use round arches, columns, pillars, barrel vaults, cupolas, and portals. In sculpture, simple imitation, such as crafting reliefs, was widespread, while metalwork most closely followed antique models.
Medieval culture reached its zenith between the mid-twelfth and the mid-thir teenth centuries during a period of change and innovation in Europe, the "twelfth century (or Hohenstaufen, after the ruling family) renaissance." This Swabian dynasty saw the empire as extending across Germany, Italy, and Burgundy, and as independent of the papacy, in accordance with a theory developed since the late tenth century and systematized from the end of the eleventh century. P artly based on Jerome and Orosius, four empires were seen to follow one after the other: the Babylonian, that of the Medes and P ersians, the Greek, and the Roman. The theory then states that the rule of the Roman Empire -the final one before the world comes to an end -had been passed on by the Romans to the Franks and then on to the Germans, through the translatio imperii (passing on of the empire). Roman law was researched extensively, increasingly so in the late medieval and early modern period, and its influence is still palpable today. In 1157 during the reign of Frederick I (Barbarossa, 1152-90, crowned emperor 1155), the empire was first called Sacrum imperium, as well as simply imperium or imperium Romanum; later Sacrum imperium Romanum (Holy Roman empire) was commonly used. Frederick II (1212-50, crowned emperor 1220) even replicated elements of the emperor cults of late antiquity and introduced religious overtones to his rule.
As a consequence of the Crusades, medieval culture at its high point became better acquainted with Byzantine and Arabic, and through them Greek, culture. Following
Augustine and Boethius, the theology and philosophy of the early Middle Ages had been characterized more by Neoplatonic, and less by Aristotelian, influences. But Aristotle's works, which had been translated from Greek into Arabic, were now again made more widely accessible by translating the Arabic itself into Latin. Albertus Magnus (ca. 1193 Magnus (ca. -1280 , the most significant German scholar of this period, wrote theological and scientific treatises. Through them and his pupil Thomas Aquinas, he ensured that a Christianized Aristotelian approach provided the founda tion for the flourishing of Scholasticism. Supported by the knights, the literature of the Hohenstaufen period turned to worldly, and in particular courtly, concerns, with its most important works composed in German. Epic verse was the dominant genre, The Gothic style, which was predominant in Europe from the thirteenth to the fifteenth century, was less closely connected to antiquity. Although architects retained the b asic shape of the b asilica of the early Christian Roman church, classical decoradve architectural elements and imagery were only employed in a limited way.
A clear indication is the shift from the round to the pointed arch. Sculpture, drawing, and painting only occasionally looked b ack to antiquity, and even then in only rudimentary fashion. There were, however, many illustrations to classical texts, as demanded b y their sub ject matter, and antique models for sepulchral sculpture and epitaphs gained in importance. Latin itself continued to play a crucial role during the late Middle Ages. With the rise of the urb an centers and their citizens, it now came to b e taught more in the Latin schools of the towns than in the monastic and cathedral schools. domi n a n ce in Italy and their contacts with German scholars, and the passing of the tide of emperor from the Luxembourg to the Habsburg dyn asty (1438). Classical elements were used as features in secular buildings such as town halls (e.g., Gorlitz) and palaces (Dresden, Heidelberg), and in Saxony the first Protestant palace chapels were designed (Torgau, Augustusburg).
The humanism of the post-Reformation in particular witnes s ed major scientific and technological achievements . Georgius Agricola (1491-1555), a geologis t and min eralogist, founded the modern science of coal and iron mining utilizing the works of Hippocrates, Aristode, Theophrastus, Pliny the Elder, and other classical authors.
Influenced by the scientific approach of Hippocrates and Galen, the doctor, chemist, poli t ical subject mat t er, among t hem Papinian, which was set in t he lat e Principat e and reflect ed t he contrast bet ween legal ideals and pract ice under absolut ism and t he uneasy situation of a bourgeois hero serving at court . Pediments, columns, and friezes were retained, and architects followed the prescrip tions of Vitruvius, although they did move further away from classical models in other respects. Garden design and architecture was informed by classical myth, particularly when the subject matter suited the cult of the ruler (Hercules), and important Baroque gardens were created in V ienna, Dresden, Kassel, and Stuttgart.
Brandenburg/Prussia had an especially strong relationship to classical antiquity. 
From Classicism to Romanticism
Classical antiquity was most influential during the Age of Reason, the "Weimarer Greece and Rome, and any one-sided preference for classical Athens.
Winckelmann clearly provided the main inspiration for the "classical" German view of antiquity (including its illusionist tendencies). The founder of classical archaeology and of art history was the first to set the monuments of classical art in an historical context; he described the essence of this art (in contrast to the Baroque) as "eine edle Einfalt und eine stille Grofte" (a noble simplicity and a solemn magnificence); he took his lead primarily from Greek art and saw political freedom as lying at the root of its beauty. Certain more normative views, which are evident in his early treatise Gedanken iiber die Nachahmunjj der griechischen Werke in der Malerei und Bildhauerkunst (Thoughts on the imitation of Greek works in painting and sculpture), gave way to a historical perspective in his main work Geschichte der Kunst desAltertums (History of classical art). Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-1803) helped define the reception of antiquity during the Storm and Stress period and Weimar classicism, building on and grappling with Winckelmann and Lessing. His view of antiquity was characterized by a tension between admiring it and viewing it from a historical perspective, by the greater attention he paid to classical life than art, by an emphasis on the differences between Greece and Rome, and by his interest in Greek myth as well as the toning down and humanization of classical paradigms. The most important figure in German literature around 1800 in general, as well as for its relations to antiquity, was Johann Wolfgang Goethe (1749 Goethe ( -1832 . Already as a young poet in the first half of the 1770s, he felt a strong connection to the Greeks, whom he saw as exemplary for a natural way of life, for a forceful voicing of one's own claim to live, and for an attitude of rebellion These scholars threw light on the "dark side" of antiquity. The detailed research in the field of classical studies also mostly avoided the preceding period's tendency to emphasize the heroic. Yet traditional views still prevailed in popular writings and in the educational system, which mostly continued Humboldt's approach, though with somewhat less breadth. Although the position of the "Humaniora" remained secure, changes in literature that had been developing since 1800 gained currency, and a "realistic" rendering of a bourgeois environment became dominant. The reception of classical antiquity lost much of its importance during the course of the nineteenth century -not so much quantitatively as in its perceived role as offering a dominant worldview and/or as in its artistic standards. On the one hand, we see a flattening, trivialization, and derivative imitation of the classics -Gustav Schwab (1792-1850), for instance, explicitly recounted the "schonsten Sagen des klassischen Altertums" ("most beautiful myths of classical antiquity"); on the other, the tendency to use antiquity for nationalistic purposes grew steadily (clearly from 1866, the year of P russia's victory over Austria), as in the novel Ein Kampf um Rom (A battle for Rome) by Felix Dahn (1834 Dahn ( -1912 . Significant works with classical motifs were, however, still being produced. Heinrich Heine (1797-1856) definitely recognized antiquity as part of the past and often satirized it, but he also saw it, in the end, as the goal of his elegiac longing. Christian Dietrich Grabbe (1801-36) portrayed historical processes in a number of plays on Roman subject matters without any illusions. Democratic convictions and a sharp anticlerical stance were met by a strong inclination toward the formal and classical in August Graf von P laten-Hallermiinde (1796-1835). Because he felt that his inner nature resonated in sympathy with that of Anacreon, Theocritus, Catullus, Horace, and Tibullus, Eduard Morike (1804-75) liked to render personal subjects in quasiclassical tones. Friedrich Hebbel (1813-63) wrote Gyges und sein Ring (Gyges and his ring), using Herodotus and Plato, a tragedy exploring issues of power, tradition, and achievement. In his Ring des Nibelungen, Richard Wagner (1813-83) consciously combined a story from Germanic myth with the world of the gods of the Iliad and the structure of Aeschylus' Prometheus plays.
The work of Wagner is significant for the history of literature, as well as of music and of the theater. While German music of the mid-nineteenth century for the most part was not concerned with antiquity, the first production of an original classical play (in translation) took place in 1841 with Sophocles' Antigone, directed in Potsdam by Ludwig Tieck (1773-1853). This new trend toward a classical revival in the theater was continued by other productions directed by Tieck in P otsdam as well as by performances in Munich, Meiningen, and Vienna.
Classical subject matters also played a role in painting without being dominant. Anselm Feuerbach (1829-80) 
The Twentieth Century
During the twentieth century, classical studies and education were characterized by a marked decline in the teaching of the ancient languages, in particular Greek, and by the conservative stance of many practitioners, which led to close relations to those in power, both under the rule of the Raiser and under the National Socialists. As a consequence, those secondary schools that taught classics were often criticized for being remote from the real world and for having a submissive attitude. This attitude is also evident in the last attempt so far to derive guiding principles for society from antiquity: the "Third Humanism" founded by Werner Jaeger . M ainly a reaction to Germany's defeat in World War I, to the November Revolution and democracy, it bore quasi-religious traits and was directed -in contrast to neohumanism -toward the state, not the individual.
The ideology of National Socialism represented a low point despite the fact that overall it saw itself less indebted to antiquity than did Italian fascism. Nevertheless its as part of how West Germany understood itself politically, while they did not assume any direct ideological role in the German Democratic Republic.
Still Greek and Roman times remained important in the twentieth century.
Significant research continued to take place in philology, archaeology, and ancient history. Numerous translations and editions of texts prove that antiquity remained of interest to many readers. Philosophers of many different schools (from Edmund Husserl and M artin Heidegger 
to Ernst
Bloch , M ax Horckheimer , and Theodor W. Adorno ) engaged with questions raised by Greek philosophy, mythology, and literature. When founding psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) reached back to the ancient myths ("Oedipus complex"), and the arts, first and foremost, were characterized much more by classical motifs than in the nineteenth century. The dominant mode was a critical and questioning approach to the models, following M arx, Nietzsche, and Freud: influenced by their own experiences of extreme crises, many writers, painters, sculptors, and composers viewed antiquity as a time of incredible social and political tensions. They stressed the harshness of ancient myths, questioned conflicts from a psychological perspective, and understood antiquity less in an "Apollonian" than in a "Dionysian" fashion. It was no longer a single author, work, genre, or period that was crucial for the reception of antiquity, but the received subject matters were seen as a freely available reservoir of motifs, a trend that had begun since the Romantic period. Linked to the general tendency for art to become more political, Rome again assumed a larger role despite the primacy of Greece.
The newly awakened interest in antiquity started with the postnaturalistic literature of the turn of the century. In drama Gerhart Hauptmann (1862 -1946 ), Frank Wedekind (1864 -1918 ), and Hugo von Hofmannsthal (1874 -1929 in lyric, besides Hofmannsthal, Stefan George (1868 -1933 and Rainer M aria Rilke (1875 -1926 and in prose writing, Heinrich and Thomas M ann (1871 -1950 and 1875 -1955 In it, hints of Plato's thoughts on love and be auty move from an atmosphe re of a classicism echoing antiquity to Dionysian intoxication, ending in chaos and barbarism.
Re minisce nce s of antiquity also pervade his novels Der Zauberberg (The magic moun tain), Joseph und se i ne Bri i der (Joseph and his brothers), and Doktor Faustus.
Expressionism referred back to antiquity more strongly than some theoretical pronouncements would lead one to expect: thus in the poems of Georg Heym (1887 -1912 ) and Ywan Goll (1891 -1950 
